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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

A novel object movement tracer using high order
correlation analysis of optical detector array signals is
introduced. The optical detectors are arranged nonparallel and the movement loci is estimated by a set of
detected signal delays and geometrical position of the
detectors. This system is applicable to general robotic
movement detection because: 1) It employs a noncontact measurement method, 2) The system can be
made very compact, and 3) It enables to approximate
the movement loci with arcs. In this work, at first, we
have looked into estimation of the locus by using a
turntable and detecting the surface pattern to evaluate
the accuracy of the locus estimation. Secondly, the
dctector was mounted on an autonomous vehicle to
e~tirnateits running trace by detecting the ground
I'nttern. Further, we will introduced a new detector
nrr;iy wing optical fibers which enables a much flexible
arriingclncnt with the optical detector may.

Movement trace detection is essential for vehicular
navigation systems and autonomous motion controlling
systems for robots and unmanned cars. The general
trend of such detection methods is to detect the velocity
and the movement direction periodically, and to
reconstruct the locus of the object as a broken line.
Among contact measurement methods, there are
combinations of tachometer for velocity measurement,
and steering angle encoder for running direction
detection. For the non-contact methods, correlation
method and gyros have been jointly used, for velocity
and angle detection. Both of these methods share a
same disadvantage that, in order to improve accuracy,
time period of data acquirement must be reduced. Also,
it is necessary to combine several measurement devices
for velocity and angle detection for they are measured
using different means.
In this work, the conventional method to compute
second order correlation of the running pattern of the
ground to measure velocity is extended to obtain
information on the curve traces simultaneously. In Fig.
1, the scheme of trace estimation is shown. Five optical
detectors are used to monitor the ground pattern and
fifth order correlation analysis is used to estimate the
set of delays between the detected signals. Each trace
section of the vehicle is approximated as an arc, of
which center coordinate, radius and velocity are
estimated with use of the signal delay set and
geometrical positioning of the optical deiectors. In
section 2, the principle of arc estimation is described. In
section 3, three methods for accurate trace estimation
are introduced. In section 4, the experimental setup and
results are shown.
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2. PRINCIPLE OF TRACE
ESTIMATION[ll[2][3l
Fig.]. The outline of the movement tracer system's

data processing.

Our method of trace estimation tries to approximate
the vehicle's movement during a short time period as an

arc; it is assumed that the trace is an arc of fixed center
and constant radius with stable velocity during each
detection period. We will attempt to estimate the
parameter set from the intensity variation of the running
ground pattern projected onto the detector array. The
geometry of the detector array is shown in Fig. 2. Six
detectors are placed so that detectors Dl/, D l , and
Ds will be parallel, and the other detectors are slanted
with unique angles against the base axis x. Although
detector Dl, is physically identical with the other
detectors, the surface is masked so that only light
passing through the two small windows will be
detected. Detector Dl1 is used only when a very bright
point is included in the detected intensity, whereas
Dl, is used in usual cases. Another detectors (02,
D3, D4, D5) are used both cases, so the number of
detectors used for an arc estimation is always five. The
conditions of detector selection will be discussed in the
next section.
The output signal of each detector (i = 1I , I w, 2, ..., 5)
is

necessary coordinate of delays (21, r2, r3,r4). Using
the set of delays and the dimensionalities of the
detectors, para-meter set (VR,p ~XR,
, y ~ which
)
determines the arc trace is calculated as follows.
If the points P,, angles ai, 81 and 8 2 are defined
as drawn in Fig. 2, it can be written using Ti, a i , p i
(signed : positive for right turns) and v as
pal= ,I
(3)
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Parameters (v, p, XR,y ~ can
) be calculated using (3)
(6) and the coordinates of the detectors as
x4
(7)
P=
2 C O S ~ Is i n ( y )

(1)
where &li, t) (i = 11, lw, 2, ...,5 ) is the varying
component of the light intensity detected at position x
at time 1, and li is the length of the detector.
When computing the correlation of ai(t), the signal
t'rorn the selected detector among Dl1 and Dlw will be
ul(r). The set of detection time lag between the first
detector and the others can be estimated using the fifth
order momentum function
ms (r1.~2,23,74)
al(t)az(t+n)a3(t+n)a4(t+73)as(t+24)
dt

Parameter y, which is the y-coordinate of P , is
tan(81 - R ) - x4tanel
(1 1)
where

(2)

assuming that the detected pattern is random with a
delta-like fifth order autocorrelation. Then ms will
have a unique peak in the momentum space at the

and

8=e1-&.
(13)
Substituting ai(i = 1, ...,4) expressed with parameters el, Q, p and y , into (5) and (6). and using
R = 2 a , two equations (14) and (15) with parameters
8, and R are obtained.
sin(y2 +cl W) - ZI = tanel eos(v2 + c i a ) + ~ 2 (14)
)

(

~,,,=6, x 1 = 1 0 , Z = 1 4 .
R=18. ~ = 2 7 y, 1 = 1 0 .
y, = SO0. y11= 7 0 ° w = 60°.
(Unit of length 1s lmnl.)

Fig.2. Geometry of the detector array. Embedded optical
detectors are D l / , D l w , ..., D5 and output signals
of them are all(r), a1 ~ ( r )...,
. a5(r).

sin(yl +c2R) - Z3 = tan&( COS(W+czR) + ~ 4 (15)
)
Here, cl = ( T ~ + T ~ - T ~ )and
/ T I c2 = ( T ~ + T ~ - z ~ ) /Zz I1,
.
Z2, Z , and Z 4 are functions of Q, however, they
will be omitted here. Eliminating O1 from (14) and
(IS), an equation
sin ( y2-y3+ (CI--c2)R ) + 24 s i n ( ~ + c i R)
+ Z3 cos ( 1y2+clR ) -22 sin ( y 3 + c ~ R)
- 21cos ( ~ 3 + c )2-~ 2 1 2 4 + 2 3 3 = 0
(16)
is derived, from which R is obtained numerically.
is calculated from (14) or
Using the derived R ,

-

(15). Substituting R and 8, into equations (7) (lo),
the set of necessary parameters (v, p, XR,YR) is
obtained. The actual trace is obtained by transforming

the parameters to the movement of the vehicle center
(XO. yo). Furthermore, the para-meters transformed to
the ground coordinate by using the magnification factor
of the imaging lens. Finally, with conversion of (local)
detector coordinate of each successive arc to the ground
coordinate, the whole trace is estimated.

3. THREE METHODS FOR ACCURATE TRACE ESTIMATION
3.1 Adaptive Data Selection According to
the Texture of the Ground Pattern
In order to eliminate the positional ambiguity of the
estimated arc, the detector with narrow sindows is used.
However, when a particular point on the ground which
is significantly brighter than the background was
detected as signals with a spike by detectors (Dl1 and
other detectors except Dl,), it would enable a much
accurate estimation. The condition of detector selection
is as follows. When the detected signals satisfy a
condition
alr(t) > ~ 1 1 .
(17)
detector D t l will be used for arc estimation, otherwise
detector Dl, will be used. By computer simulation,
we determined the parameter as y = 5.

3.2 Alternative Selection of Detector Array
and Optimization of Measurement Condition Using Initial Estimation
To ohtain accurate traces, an optimal illmination,
\r~itahlt. detector array arrangement and the
magnification of optimal system are chozen adaptively.
At first, the illumination is regulated so as to emphasize
the reflected light. Secondly, two detector arrays A and
B having their photosensors aligned in symmetry are
prepared (see Fig. I.), and the detector which gives an
arc estimation with a positive radius, i.e. p > 0,is used
for it yields a relatively accurate arc estimation due to
the geometrical positioning of the sensors. The sign of
radius (turn of the trace) is determined by comparing
each array's delay time ~1.4,718 and the detector with
larger 71 is selected. Further, an accuracy of arc
estimation depends on the arc's size projected onto the
detector array, so it is necessary to optimaize the
magnification. To obtain an accurate arc estimation, the
magnification is adjusted to satisfy the relation
W
-

and efficiency. The three heuristics used in the system
are listed in the following.
a ) When the estimated arc has inappropriate parameters, e.g. lpjl > l p h l or v j > Vmax where p m i n and
vmaxare determined by the experimental setup, this arc
section of the trace estimation is rejected and the section of the trace will be extrapolated with the adjancent
arcs.
b) To improve the quality of the correlation function
by using more data points, detected signals of adjacent
trace sections that are estimated to be of similar
velocity and radius will be joined, and the trace of
multiple section will be estimated as a single arc.
c) Obtaining a coordinate information from other
sources, the whole trace may be corrected.

4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1 SETUP
The experimental setup and the data flow is depicted
in Fig. 6. The optical detector array was set at the
imaging plane of a 35[mm] camera with zoom lens.
The detected signals were amplified and unnecessary
components (50[Hz] and high frequency components)
were eliminated and sampled with a 12-bit A D
comverter. The correlation analysis was processed in a
computer (NEC PC-9801) using a vector signal
processor (Canopus ZR34161). The estimated result of
the arc trace was displayed on the CRT. As a moving
object, a turntable painted matt-black was used for
single arc estimation. For several sections of arc
estimation, the remote-controlled vehicle on a mattblack surfaced board was used. In both cases, white
paper pieces (diameter-6[mm]) were used as the
ground pattern. The overall time for estimation was
about 3[s] for a ground pattern sampled with 2048
points per detector.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The result of trace estimation for single arc is shown
in Fig. 4. Selecting the appropriate detector array and
optimizing the magnification, more accurate trace of
arc was obtained. Secondly, the result for a trace
including five sections of arcs is shown in Fig. 5. A
trace estimated by simple splicing of arcs varied
signimicantly compared with the given one, but by
using the procedure discussed in section 3.3, final
estimation came very close to the given trace.

N =m
+I.

(18)
2 XIPI
(,Y: thc parameter of magnification, m: magnification,
p: radius of an arc, w : width of the sensor array)
Finally, under the optimal conditions explained above,
the movement is measured again.

3.3 Trace Reconstruction with use of
A Priori Knowledge
After each partial trace is approximated with an arc,
they are joined to make one long trace. In this
operation, some a priori knowledge is utilized to
reduce computation and to improve estimation accuracy
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Fig.3. The experimental setup of the processing system.
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Fig.5. Trace estimation result for a simple trace with five arcs.
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Fig.6. The detector array using optical fibers.
Instead of embedded line optical detectors, one end of
the fibers are aligned in a straight line. The other end
are bundled and connected to phototransistors.
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of moving ground pattern was introduced. The principle
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of trace estimation, adaptive methods for accurate arc
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estimation and the heuristic methods for efficient arc
splicing were described. Trace estimation experiments
(in optimized magnification)
Imm]
were done with a turntable and an experimental vehicle,
and it proved that the proposed methods were beneficial
Fig.4. Trace estimation results for a single arc.
in application to the movement tracer system.
From the results by two arrays ( i, ii ), appropriate
detector array and optimal magnification are determined
and estimated again ( iii ).
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4.3 DISCUSSION
As is shown above, accurate estimations of arcs are
obtained. However, in the detector array we used, linear
photosensors (PSD sensor) were used as optical
detectors, so the geometrical arrangement of detectors
were limited. To solve these problems, we suggest a
detector array using optical fibers. See Fig. 6. As this
detector occupies less space, various geometrical
arrangements of detector array is possible. For
example, two sets of detector arrays in a single optical
system, difference signal detection by arranging
parallel line detectors adjacently, are considerable.
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